instead "exit," as when entrepreneurs or workers move into an industry in which profits do not require government action. As Zysman demonstrates in his study of financial systems in advanced industrialized countries, the exit option can diminish a government's ability to influence company choices. 10 Problems of collective action, however, open up some avenues for state actors to influence the policy preferences of social actors. First, state actors may, under some conditions, be able to raise barriers to collective action for opponents of policies preferred by the state. The literature on rent seeking suggests a means by which alternatives to collective action can insulate state actors from societal interests. Rents result inevitably from state intervention in the economy."l Rent creation implies rent distribution, creating incentives for rent seeking in the domestic economy; even efficient firms will devote resources either to capture the rents or to lobby for their elimination. '12 Rents the state can distribute to specific firms, such as those generated by import licenses and some foreign exchange controls, can split a group which might have otherwise invested in collective action.
A second way for state actors to build a winning policy coalition is to help potential supporters of state preferences overcome barriers to collective action. Through their power to tax and regulate, state actors can force would-be free riders to contribute to the provision of the collective good. 3 In addition, Bates' work on Africa demonstrates that, rather than simply buying off societal opposition, state actors can distribute rents to build supportive policy coalitions. '4 Problems of collective action present state actors with a third opportunity to influence the policy preferences of social actors. Institutions are often created by actors to pursue collective goods. As the literature on regimes in international political economy demonstrates, actors come to value those institutions which, together with expectations of repeated interactions, facilitate cooperation.'5 If state actors can make credible threats to institutions valued by social actors, they may alter the latter's policy preferences by linking support for state policy preferences to the survival of those institutions.
In sum, state actors' abilities to influence the policy preferences of social actors and undertake major policy changes should be related to two factors. The first is the prevalence of problems of collective action facing key groups in society. The second is the availability to state actors of institutional tools for allocating resources to exploit the opportunities presented by the problems of collective action confronting social actors.
Colombian Trade and Development Policy
The Political-Economic Context This subsection briefly reviews the Colombian situation from the Depression to the National Front agreement of 1957. The legacy of this period was weakened state authority, with parties dominating government politics and interest groups dominating government policy. The events of this period shaped the politics of the National Front and the development and trade policies, as well as societal and state interests, of the 1960s. Given the contingent nature of most analyses of economic policy, it is imperative to understand the social and institutional context within which economic policy is made.
As in most Latin America countries, Colombia's political economy experienced fundamental changes in the 1930s. Partly as a result of the Depression and the inability of the Conservative party to offer solutions, the Liberal party gained control over the government. Like the Conservative party, it was dominated by socioeconomic elites. The political system was effectively oriented around these two multiclass parties; electoral competition, coalition government (coalitions governed during half the years between 1900 and 1953), and civil war resulted. 16 The Depression represented a threat to the established social and economic orders. Liberals sought to enhance the role of the state and increase political participation to support a new political-economic order which would support a moderately reformed socioeconomic order. Because these reforms were carried out by an established party of the upper class, mobilization and state intervention did not immediately provoke an antisystem movement of either reformers or Conservatives.17 These reforms unraveled in the 1940s, as groups on both ends of the political spectrum sought control of this newly interventionist state and its resources. The closed political system could not deal with these new demands, and a civil war (known as La Violencia) broke out in 1946. The leader of the left wing of the Liberal party was assassinated in 1948. The leader of the right wing of the Conservative party took advantage of the political crisis to install a quasi-corporatist dictatorship in 1950. But the new politics threatened the traditional party system, and a Liberal-Conservative alliance supported General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla's military coup in 1953. 18 In this environment of great political violence, state functions were decentralized. In retrospect, this development appears to have been an effort to protect the gains of the 1930s by depoliticizing the new interventionist state and turning it into a technocratic state. This process was virtually uncontrolled: in 1963 the government did not even know how many decentralized agencies existed. The agencies defended their autonomy from the executive branch by claiming to make technical rather than political decisions. But the bureaucrats' underdeveloped technical expertise allowed private economic interests to "capture" the regulatory agencies. Consequently, state actors' capacity to use state institutions to manipulate the incentives confronting societal actors diminished after 1946. 19 By 1957 Colombia had developed what was generally a single-export economy (coffee), with a small industrial sector in the early stages of import substitution industrialization. The peso was overvalued, and the tariff structure was dispersed, with high tariffs for consumer goods and low tariffs for most other goods, to facilitate the import of intermediate and capital goods utilized in the protected domestic consumer goods industries.
The economic actors with the greatest influence on trade and development policy at this time were coffee growers, industrialists, and bankers. These groups, with labor as a minor partner, shared an alliance of convenience against the trade and development policy preferences of state actors, who sought to make economic policy more efficient in order to overcome periodic balance of payments problems. The dominant social coalition was beset by an inherent tension, however, since coffee growers, as exporters, might be expected to oppose exchange rates that resulted in fewer pesos per dollar earned. We need to examine the basis for the cooperation to see why it was possible and how it could be disrupted.
Colombian agriculture is dominated by coffee, grown by almost 200,000 producers. The international coffee market is characterized by frequent and dramatic price fluctuations, which concern not only the coffee sectors but also the government. Because of its concern over foreign exchange receipts, the government stepped in during the 1920s to help coffee growers organize themselves to respond in concert to market fluctuations. The Colombian Coffee Federation (FEDECAFE) sought to provide collective goods ranging from production controls and guaranteed prices to agricultural research. The government, in turn, regulated and taxed coffee exports. 20 Coffee prices began a dramatic and prolonged downturn in 1957, and Colombia joined other Latin American countries in an effort to stop it. The chief policy concerns of coffee growers in this period, therefore, were international controls on supply, the level of the coffee exchange rate, and state funding of the guaranteed price when the coffee export tax proved inadequate. The implications of these policy concerns were twofold. Rather than fight importers interested in keeping the nominal exchange rate low, coffee growers attempted to separate discussion of the main exchange rate from the coffee exchange rate and domestic support price.21 In addition, coffee growers had a direct and independent impact on the money supply because the government subsidized the domestic coffee program when international prices fell. 22 In short, the characteristics of the international coffee market and the Colombian coffee growers' response to it (organizing to seek collective goods from the state) made coffee growers dependent upon public policy. As long as import substitution interests proved effective coalition partners, coffee growers could not be counted on to support either the interest of noncoffee exporters in eliminating the overvaluation of the peso or monetary restraint by the central bank.
A manufacturing sector was developing behind protection, but the import substitution process had not progressed very far. In 1958, value added in manufacturing as a percent of total manufacturing value added was 66 percent for consumer goods, 26. The National Association of Industrialists (ANDI) represented the major firms, estimated at 540 in 1963.29 Analysts disagree about its influence over policy, but a detailed case study supports the conclusion that its influence was low.30 Its weakness stemmed from its fundamental inability to sustain a common policy position. Unlike the situation with coffee growers, the structure of government controls over access to import and export incentives inhibited collective action by industrialists.
Tariffs were widely dispersed, prior deposits and import licenses were required, and tax subsidies for exports were provided. But all of these were allocated and modified through a process of "administrative fine-tuning" with few hard and fast rules, with distinct bureaucratic agencies competing among each other, and with monthly foreign exchange budgets forcing choices on applications. While different studies found the entire process to be generally honorable, they also discovered that ad hoc decisions were common and distinctly biased in favor of large firms. 31 Though labor unions did not constitute a powerful element in the dominant policy coalition, they profited through higher wages and benefits from the protection afforded the industries in which they worked. Unionized labor, a small proportion of the labor force, consequently supported the preferences of the dominant policy coalition. While loosely affiliated with the Liberal and Conservative parties, the unions sought economic, rather than political, benefits from the political parties. They were among the chief opponents of devaluation because of its effects on inflation36 and could be expected to oppose liberalization of the consumer goods sectors which provided their jobs.
In sum, during the late 1950s a shift in Colombian trade and development policy towards export promotion and exchange rate reform (which also required fiscal reform) was not on the agenda of any major economic interest groups. The failure to shift policy can be explained by the rent-seeking behavior of a dominant policy coalition made up of coffee growers faced with an unstable international market, import substituting entrepreneurs, and an oligopolistic banking sector largely in private hands. Despite their policy successes up to the 1960s, two of these antireform interests faced serious collective action problems which would limit their ability to continue successfully to contest state efforts at policy reform. The problem was that the defect strategy had become the preferred option of the parties. The polarized political environment since the late 1940s had made it probable that the party in power would use the increased interventionist capacity of the state to consolidate its hold on power. A truce between the parties and cooperation in defense against the counterelites, therefore, raised the likelihood that one party would contribute to its own demise (the "sucker" payoff). Consequently, the defect strategy dominated party policies. The solution adopted in 1957 was to create a societal institution to enforce agreements and turn a single shot play into an iterated game.
The National Front coalition government was unique in Colombian history because it was significantly more institutionalized than any of its predecessors. It was approved by a plebiscite (95 percent in favor)38 and written into the constitution. It contained a number of provisions designed to meet the counterelite challenge and to avoid any "sucker" payoffs.
The counterelites' threat was handled in two ways. First, the political pact between the two parties gave the military an opportunity to return to its preferred place, the barracks To diminish the possibility of defection from the agreement, it was necessary to ensure that the state was not "captured" by one party and used to that party's advantage during this period of relegitimation of the system and socialization of counterelites and their followers. A variety of safeguards was introduced. All elected positions, as well as cabinet posts and supreme court positions, were to be evenly divided between the two parties. The presidency would alternate between the two parties for twelve (later changed to sixteen) years. And a century-old trend was reversed through increased congressional independence of, and veto power over, presidential policies (legislation required a two-thirds majority).
This political arrangement has been alleged to have eliminated political competition and to have resulted in very conservative economic policies.39 I shall argue below that important changes in economic policy were actually facilitated by this societal institution. But political dynamics also were not frozen. De facto third parties, linked to the Liberal and Conservative parties in order to meet legal requirements but opposed to the National Front, gained 23 percent of the presidential vote in 1962 and 28 percent in 1966 and almost won with 39 percent in a four-way race in 1970.40 Each party also experienced significant electoral competition among its own members at the local level.41 Because voters chose among multiple lists of candidates belonging to the same party, congressmen were even more concerned with distributing benefits to particular constituencies than if the party had been a source of electoral support. 42 Consequently, executive branch policymakers during the National Front were not insulated from a broad range of societal pressures but did have a stable institutional format within which to address their demands. Given the preceding ten years of civil war, this stability was no mean feat. But to make major changes state actors had to diminish the constraints on executive action created by the political solutions to La Violencia (that is, private control of state functions and congressional domination of the executive through the National Front arrangements). One of the important early steps in increasing the executive's policy independence was the development of a technocratic bureaucracy. The planning department was reconstituted after a five year lapse and a national council of economic policy and planning was created during Lleras Camargo's tenure. The first national development plan also dates from this period.
If the executive would later use this bureaucracy to increase its influence over policy, why did congress acquiesce in its creation? Although Currie describes these agencies as though they were merely executive branch creations,44 the political history of these early years demonstrates that congress played a fundamental role in their creation and operation. Congress expected to use this bureaucracy for its own purposes, and it appeared that the president would have minimal control over the new agencies. Congress appointed two of the four members of the council and diminished the planning department's effectiveness by constantly feuding with it.45 The agencies also reported directly to the relevant ministries rather than to the president, 46 48 The legislature also contributed to the economic crisis by increasing benefits for certain interest groups. The export tax on coffee was eliminated, and budgetary relief to departmental (state) governments was provided by nationalizing the police force and teachers. 49 Colombia was unable to resolve the balance of payments crisis with domestic measures, and international constraints became determinant. Valencia was forced to devalue in November 1962. Once again congress was presented with an alternative to the IMF program, which included using differential exchange rates to finance both the federal budget and export incentives. But congress rejected the reforms, which threatened to give the executive more independence, and adopted the IMF program with minor modifications.50
At this point, it seems clear that Colombian trade and development policy is best explained by the interests of societal forces and the bargains which they made among themselves. State actors had alternative policies, but lacked the means to adopt or enforce them.
Valencia, nevertheless, was able to utilize these setbacks to increase executive autonomy. The attempt by the economic planning council to restrain executive independence initiated Valencia's offensive. Council members resigned to protest the lack of executive consultation on the devaluation.51 Acting on the advice of a foreign economic advisor, Valencia replaced the council with a cabinet group, increased the planning department's role, and made it report directly to him. 52 The executive's ability to create its own economic plans was an important, though still minor, step. Congress still held tight control over legislation to implement these plans and continued to reject the economic reforms favored by the technocrats. Valencia sought foreign support (studies by the IMF, Alliance for Progress, and the Organization of American States) to convince congress to adopt legislation which would increase national revenues and the executive's policy independence.
Congress refused to budge until the devaluation of 1962 produced unprecedented rates of inflation. Congress then acquiesced in the creation of a monetary council, but with the expectation that its recommendations would have to be approved by congress before they could become binding. The executive then stacked the council's membership in favor of the state and gave it a number of administrative powers to control interest rates, direct credit, and limit rediscounting. Congress objected to the executive's alleged usurpation of its legislative powers, and the bankers accused the president of attacking the private sector.
Valencia's administration, however, successfully argued that the legislative act lay in authorizing the creation of the monetary council while its functions belonged to the administrative sphere, which the constitution granted to the executive branch. 53 In what was to become a process which would be repeated over the next decade, congress was beginning to find that astute state actors could make important policy reforms even while congress defended its control over legislation. At the same time, bankers became the first private sector group to find its influence over relevant policy threatened.
Valencia's bureaucratic victory, while important in the longer run, proved inadequate in the short term. Inflationary pressures from societal forces proved unmanageable and not only thwarted the use of resources for export promotion and import liberalization, but also undermined the entire stabilization program. Congress and interest groups continued to oppose reform policies and retained the ability to frustrate their implementation. Congress responded to union demands and raised wages 7 percent in real terms. Even though they fell in 1964, real wages remained 2 percent higher than in 1962. The coffee support price could not be funded by the tax on the coffee exchange rate, and federal subsidies increased. The difference between 1957-65 and 1966 was Lleras Restrepo's ability to take advantage of these conditions. He benefited from institutional changes in both state and society as well as an external threat to "national interests." The institutional changes brought about by his predecessors made options available and facilitated the building of new policy coalitions. In and of themselves, however, they did not make the 1966-68 changes inevitable. The new institutions provided tools which could be used to support a variety of policy options; they could also be used inefficiently and ineffectively. Institutional changes were necessary, but not sufficient.
The policies Lleras Restrepo adopted were essentially those that had been developed by the new bureaucracy but rejected by congress and interest groups. The individual could make a difference, but only in the context of institutional resources which provided him with the means to change the incentives of those societal actors with whom he needed to strike deals so that the reform package could be implemented. In Colombia during the mid 1960s, the major obstacles to reforms were coffee growers and congress. By creating an international crisis for Colombia with his rejection of a typical devaluation/austerity IMF program, Lleras Restrepo deliberately imbued his program with nationalist overtones. In the absence of other factors, the nationalist appeal would not have been enough to create a winning alliance domestically, but it certainly increased the costs to any group which opposed him. Potential allies were thus "softened up" to his appeals, demands, and side payments.
The Colombian constitution allowed the president to make certain policy decisions without congressional approval during a "state of siege." Coffee growers were the first target of the executive branch. As noted above, FEDECAFE wanted to separate discussion of the coffee exchange rate from discussion of the main rate. The configuration of exchange rate policy meant not only that coffee growers were not part of an export coalition, but also that they supported an overvalued exchange rate in return for industry and labor's acceptance of coffee price supports.
The creation of a monetary council with the ability to set exchange rates (achieved only after a struggle with congress and the banks) altered the institutional context of exchange rate policy. The president now linked the coffee and main exchange rates, and shortly thereafter the monetary council reincorporated an export tax to reduce federation borrowing to support the domestic price.66 These measures gave coffee growers an incentive to support a crawling peg exchange rate policy, which would give them more pesos to support domestic prices.
These administrative actions changed the preferences of coffee growers but by themselves did not create powerful social support for the reform. If the coffee growers had been unorganized, they would have benefited from the reforms but would have been of little use to the president. Because state actors had earlier helped coffee growers solve their free rider problem, they were now in a position to benefit from this group's collective action.
What about industrialists? Did they push for extending import substitution into the intermediate and capital goods sectors? Or were they actually the driving force behind a policy which maintained the import substitution levels reached in the consumer goods sector and subsidized exports of surplus or spin-off production? In short, how did the state-industrialist relationship play out in this period of major policy reform?
Industrialists, individually or within their major association (ANDI), had not been advocates of export promotion before 1966. If industrial firms were not supporters of export promotion initially but could not block the adoption of it because of the collective action problems noted earlier, why not block it at the implementation stage? Essentially, state actors distributed rents to induce industrialists to export. Tax certificates (CATs) for exporters of nontraditional products were included in the new policy; they provided an average taxable equivalent subsidy of 18-20 percent. A program to exempt the import content of exports from duties had been around since 1956; when used in conjunction with the CATs, it offered an effective subsidy of 30 percent and became a major contributor to the export boom. And a program of import licenses which both facilitated access to licenses and lowered duties was created in 1969 and used to stimulate nontraditional exports by lowering the cost of imported inputs.67 Each of these programs was administered by a different state agency, and two of the major ones favored large firms.68 The incentives thus continued to be allocated on a selective basis, thereby diminishing the possibility of a collective response by industrialists to state policy.
Industrialists, therefore, were encouraged by state actors to see that their interests could be served by the new policies. What they had achieved under import substitution was preserved, but the possibility of extending it was limited by the industrialists' own collective action problems, perpetuated by the state's distribution of rents at the level of the firm. While state subsidies were not cheap, they did help produce a boom in exports and, perhaps more important, created an interest in exporting in a social group. When export incentives were rationalized eight years later, Colombian entrepreneurs continued to pursue export opportunities.69
The November 1966 and March 1967 reforms were not sufficient to reorient Colombian trade and development policy. The state of siege articles of the constitution in effect at this time allowed the president to issue decrees that suspended laws of congress, but they held only during the emergency.70 Consequently, congress retained important veto power and could be expected to utilize it once the nationalist euphoria dissipated and the harsh realities of the development process were experienced. Lleras Restrepo understood that these economic reforms would survive only if the locus of economic policymaking could be shifted to the executive branch.71
The proposed constitutional reform of 1968 presented the executive with an opportunity to accomplish this transfer of economic policymaking authority. While this constitutional reform touched on a number of different issues, the relationship between the legislature and executive in economic policymaking was central. 72 In an effort to defend the status quo, the Colombian constitution required that a constitutional amendment be approved in two consecutive years by the congress. As the 1967-68 legislative year was drawing to a close, however, congress would not approve the constitutional reform.
One might argue that congress was responding to constituency pressure in rejecting these economic policy reforms. But some major constituencies favored the new policies: coffee growers now had an interest in maintaining the new exchange rate policies, while industrialists were allowed to keep the rents generated by import substitution even as export promotion policies offered new opportunities to profit from exports. Labor and the banks were hurt, but congress had already demonstrated a willingness to sacrifice their interests. Among the stakes in 1968 was the parties' ability to use economic policy as a political resource; the constitutional reforms threatened to put executive branch technocrats in control. 73 The constitutional reform broadened and strengthened the executive's role in economic policy, while narrowing that of the legislature. At the same time it strengthened the legislature's oversight of extraordinary executive decrees. The constitutional prohibition against delegating legislative powers to intervene in the economy to the executive was repealed. The president was given exclusive power to initiate national development and public works plans, as well as legislation concerning public and private investment, the allocation of public revenues, tax exemption, and the provision of services by the state. Congress could modify the proposed plans, but only by a two-thirds majority of both houses. The president was also given authority to regulate public credit, the national debt, foreign exchange, foreign trade, and tariffs. Among regulatory policies, only these were unencumbered by detailed congressional guidelines. In addition, the president was given the constitutional prerogative to regulate both public and private activities which tapped into private savings. In exchange for losing authority over economic policy to the executive, congress would get increased authority to oversee the president's decrees during states of emergency and siege. 74 If State actors utilized rents generated by state intervention in the economy to keep an important potential opponent (industrialists) collectively weak and individually satisfied. Coffee growers, whose collective action problems state actors had earlier helped resolve in order to gain the growers' support, had become powerful enough in the old institutional arrangements to constitute an obstacle when state policy preferences shifted. Making use of a new institution (the monetary council), state actors were able to shift coffee growers' preferences and thus once again benefit from the political clout of the coffee sector acting in concert.
Whether we conceive of the National Front as an institution devised to resolve the prisoners' dilemma game represented by the Violencia or merely as a mechanism to obtain monopoly rents for the political parties (by restricting legitimate participation to themselves), this institution was fundamental to the Colombian story. Only by threatening the institution which provided security or rents could state actors bring the political parties to accept the creation of new institutions which would insulate policymakers and create new rents to distribute.
But what does the Colombia case suggest? Specifically, which of the lessons learned in the Colombian case about rents, institutional change, state actor independence, and collective action might be more broadly applicable?
If my argument is correct, without rents to distribute and withhold, state actors' abilities to influence societal collective action should be diminished. Thanks to the work by Krueger, Buchanan, Bates, and others, we know the conditions under which rents are likely to be created: when societal groups which find themselves losing in an economic and political competition have the ability to manipulate public policy and when government officials (state actors) intervene in markets in pursuit of their own interests. In the presence of a dynamic international economy, we should expect rent creation to be the norm.
Of course, the existence of institutions and rents by themselves is not an indication of state actors' control over societal preferences. Even in the Colombian case, there were important public policy cases in which state actors could not change societal preferences, for example, the national savings fund and urban reform programs.8' Rent distribution has to be under the control of state actors if rents are to be used to reshape preferences and build new societal coalitions. Otherwise, rent distribution will correspond largely to the original societal preferences which created the rents in the first place.82
The question of who controls rent distribution raises the issue of the relationship between institutions and their outputs. Gowa notes that the institutional context within which policy is made will be a fundamental determinant of the publicness of a policy good and therefore will influence collective action.83 For a societally focused analyst, such as Gourevitch, this fact would imply societal dominance, for the institutions would be changed if their effect on policy resulted in an outcome distinct from that desired by the ruling coalition.84
In this paper I have suggested, and the Colombian case confirms, a more nuanced view: state actors may be able to use institutions to alter particular societal preferences. The necessary condition is that those institutions or the state-societal relationships from which they emerge be valued independently of the proposed policy changes. One important way to think about the role of institutions, therefore, is to relate them to societal collective action problems and not to specific policy roles.
I will conclude by addressing the obvious question that arises after establishing that the concepts of rents and collective action problems contribute to our understanding of the making of foreign economic policy. Are we really discussing "state actors" with preferences and interests arising from the nature of the office, or are we better served by thinking of individuals situated in a particular place at a particular time? Without denying the possibility that an individual may make some difference, my argument has been that all state leaders can be expected to use these opportunities to alter societal preferences to some degree, even if they do not see themselves as "statists."
The 
